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Name :

A comma is a punctuation mark used to to separate words or groups of words in

a series.

Example: sure i’ll have cereal for breakfast

Sure, I’ll have cereal for breakfast.

Rewrite each sentence. Capitalize, add a comma after “yes”, “no” or “sure” and use

other punctuation marks wherever relevant.

sure i’ll be there by 4 pm tomorrow1)

yes he is my younger brother2)

no we are not going on a vacation tomorrow3)

yes i made it exclaimed Harry4)

sure i will update you about any changes in the plan.5)

no the library will be closed tomorrow6)

yes mommy bought me a new bike7)

sure i’ll pick up Ron from school8)

Yes, No and Sure
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Name : Answer key

A comma is a punctuation mark used to to separate words or groups of words in

a series.

Example: sure i’ll have cereal for breakfast

Sure, I’ll have cereal for breakfast.

Rewrite each sentence. Capitalize, add a comma after “yes”, “no” or “sure” and use

other punctuation marks wherever relevant.

sure i’ll be there by 4 pm tomorrow

Sure, I’ll be there by 4 pm tomorrow.

1)

yes he is my younger brother

Yes, he is my younger brother.

2)

no we are not going on a vacation tomorrow

No, we are not going on a vacation tomorrow.

3)

yes i made it exclaimed Harry

“Yes, I made it”, exclaimed Harry.

4)

sure i will update you about any changes in the plan.

Sure, I will update you about any changes in the plan.

5)

no the library will be closed tomorrow

No, the library will be closed tomorrow.

6)

yes mommy bought me a new bike

Yes, Mommy bought me a new bike.

7)

sure i’ll pick up Ron from school

Sure, I’ll pick up Ron from school.

8)

Yes, No and Sure
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